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A PASCAL’S THEOREM FOR RATIONAL NORMAL CURVES
ALESSIO CAMINATA AND LUCA SCHAFFLER
Abstract. Pascal’s Theorem gives a synthetic geometric condition for six points a, . . . , f
in P2 to lie on a conic. Namely, that the intersection points ab ∩ de, af ∩ dc, ef ∩ bc are
aligned. One could ask an analogous question in higher dimension: is there a coordinate-free
condition for d + 4 points in Pd to lie on a degree d rational normal curve? In this paper
we find many of these conditions by writing in the Grassmann-Cayley algebra the defining
equations of the parameter space of d+4 ordered points in Pd that lie on a rational normal
curve. These equations were introduced and studied in a previous joint work of the authors
with Giansiracusa and Moon. We conclude with an application in the case of seven points
on a twisted cubic.
1. Introduction
Pascal’s Theorem is a classic result in plane projective geometry. It says that if six points
a, . . . , f in P2 lie on a conic then the three intersection points ab ∩ de, af ∩ dc, ef ∩ bc are
aligned. Actually, this is a generalization of an even older result of Pappus, which holds the
same conclusion if instead of a conic, we require three points to lie on a line and the other
three on another line. Pappus’s Theorem can be seen as the special case of Pascal’s with a
degenerate conic of two lines. Pappus-Pascal Theorem is also known as the Mystic Hexagon
Theorem, with reference to the hexagon with vertices the six points.
The converse of this result is also true and is due to Braikenridge and Maclaurin. It states
that if the three intersection points of the three pairs of lines through opposite sides of a
hexagon lie on a line, then the six vertices of the hexagon lie on a (possibly degenerate)
conic. In the sequel, we will refer to these statements simply as Pascal’s Theorem, meaning
that the two implications hold, and the conic might be degenerate.
One of the strengths of Pascal’s Theorem is that it converts a quadratic condition, the
fact that six points lie on a conic, to a linear condition, namely asking for three points to be
aligned. Therefore it is natural to ask whether such a result could be generalized. In fact,
many generalizations appear in the literature, and we will soon go back to them. Now, let
us state the question which is the main object of investigation of this paper.
Question 1.1. Is there a synthetic linear condition for d+ 4 points in Pd to lie on a degree
d rational normal curve?
We recall that a rational normal curve in Pd is a smooth rational curve of degree d. By
Castelnuovo’s Lemma, there is always a rational normal curve passing through d+ 3 points
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in general linear position in projective space Pd. For example, for d = 2 we have that 5 points
always lie on a conic, and Pascal’s Theorem gives a synthetic linear condition for d + 4 = 6
points to lie on a conic. For d ≥ 3, we are able to provide an answer to Question 1.1, in the
following form.
Theorem A (see Corollary 5.3). Let P1, . . . , Pd+4 ∈ PdC be points in general linear position.
Then P1, . . . , Pd+4 lie on a rational normal curve if and only if for every I = {i1 < · · · <
i6} ⊆ {1, . . . , d+ 4}, I
c = {j1 < · · · < jd−2}, the following d+ 1 points lie on a hyperplane:
• The intersection of the line Pi1Pi2 with the hyperplane Pi4Pi5Pj1 · · ·Pjd−2;
• The intersection of the line Pi2Pi3 with the hyperplane Pi5Pi6Pj1 · · ·Pjd−2;
• The intersection of the line Pi3Pi4 with the hyperplane Pi1Pi6Pj1 · · ·Pjd−2;
• The points Pj1, . . . , Pjd−2.
As Pascal’s Theorem is true also for degenerate conics, i.e. two lines, a more general
form of Theorem A holds for appropriate degenerations of rational normal curves, the quasi-
Veronese curves. We refer to §2.3 for the definition and examples of quasi-Veronese curves,
and to Corollary 5.3 for the precise statement of the above result.
1.1. Methods employed. Our main tool for the proof of Theorem A is the Grassmann-
Cayley algebra. The Grassmann-Cayley algebra of a given finite dimensional complex vector
space, is nothing else than the exterior algebra of the vector space together with two opera-
tions: the join denoted by ∨, which is just the standard wedge product, and the meet, which
is denoted by ∧. The reason for this apparently strange change of notations is geometric. In
fact, equations in the Grassmann-Cayley algebra of a vector space V can be used to repre-
sent linear dependence among linear subspaces of the projective space P(V ), where the join
corresponds to the sum of linear spaces and the meet to the intersection. For instance, the
collinearity of the three points ab∩de, af ∩dc, ef ∩ bc in Pascal’s Theorem, can be rewritten
in the Grassmann-Cayley algebra as follows:
((a ∨ b) ∧ (d ∨ e)) ∨ ((a ∨ f) ∧ (d ∨ c)) ∨ ((e ∨ f) ∧ (b ∨ c)) = 0.
By introducing coordinates a = (a1, a2, a3) etc. for each point, one can expand the previous
expression to obtain a multihomogeneous equation in the coordinates of the points in P2.
By using appropriate syzygies, this can be written as the following algebraic combination of
determinants in the form [abc] = det(abc), etc:
[abc][ade][bdf ][cef ] − [abd][ace][bcf ][def ] = 0. (1)
It is classical and well-known that this equation is equivalent to requiring that a, . . . , f lie on
a (possibly degenerate) conic (cf., ([Cob61, p.118] and [Stu08, Example 3.4.3]). Thus, one
obtains a Grassmann-Cayley algebra proof of Pascal’s Theorem.
We would like to mimic the same story in higher dimension. Let d ≥ 2 be an integer, and
consider the parameter space of d+4 points in Pd supported on a rational normal curve. More
precisely, we define the variety Vd,d+4 ⊆ (Pd)d+4 as the Zariski closure of the subset of (d+4)-
tuples of points in Pd that lie on a rational normal curve. For example, V2,6 is simply the
hypersurface in (P2)6 defined by equation (1). More generally, in a previous joint work with
Giansiracusa and Moon [CGMS18], we were able to provide multihomogeneous equations
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that cut out set-theoretically Vd,d+4 union with the the locus of (d+ 4)-point configurations
in Pd supported on a hyperplane (see §2.3 for precise definitions and more details). As for
the two-dimensional situation, these equations can be written as algebraic combinations of
determinants. So one may try to convert them into Grassmann-Cayley algebra expressions
in order to obtain a synthetic geometric statement in the spirit of Pascal’s Theorem. Un-
fortunately, while passing from Grassmann-Cayley algebra expressions to multihomogeneous
equations is always possible and requires only tedious, but straightforward computations, the
other direction is in general highly non-trivial, and not even always possible. Determining
whether a given expression can be written in the Grassmann-Cayley algebra, and, if possi-
ble, determining such expression, is called the Cayley Factorization Problem ([SW91, Whi91],
[Stu08, §3.5], [ST19, §4.5]). This is a hard problem, and no general algorithm is known. We
remark that an important partial result is given by N. White [Whi91], who provides an
algorithm for the multilinear case (i.e., each point occurs exactly once in the monomials).
However, the equations we have in our case are not multilinear, therefore we cannot take
advantage of White’s algorithm.
To solve this problem, we introduce a technique to lift syzygies from the two-dimensional
to the d-dimensional situation (see §3 for details). Using this technique, we are able to
rewrite the equations for Vd,d+4 in the Grassmann-Cayley algebra, obtaining the coordinate-
free description claimed in Theorem A. More precisely, we prove the following.
Theorem B (see Theorem 5.1). Let d ≥ 3, let P1, . . . , Pd+4 be points in PdC not on a
hyperplane. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) (P1, . . . , Pd+4) ∈ Vd,d+4 (equivalently, they lie on a quasi-Veronese curve);
(ii) For every I = {i1 < · · · < i6} ⊆ {1, . . . , d + 4}, I
c = {j1 < · · · < jd−2} the following
equality in the Grassmann-Cayley algebra holds:
(Pi1Pi2 ∧ Pi4Pi5Pj1 · · ·Pjd−2) ∨ (Pi2Pi3 ∧ Pi5Pi6Pj1 · · ·Pjd−2)
∨(Pi3Pi4 ∧ Pi6Pi1Pj1 · · ·Pjd−2) ∨ Pj1 · · ·Pjd−2 = 0.
From the geometric interpretation of the Grassmann-Cayley algebra expression in Theo-
rem B, one obtains immediately Theorem A, which is the claimed generalization of Pascal’s
Theorem. We remark that in Theorem 5.5 we find many equivalent ways of rewriting the
Grassmann-Cayley expression in Theorem B (ii), and these provide different, but equivalent,
reformulations of Theorem A.
1.2. Historical context. In the literature, Pascal’s Theorem was generalized in many dif-
ferent directions. This gave rise to a great abundance of results in projective geometry, which
we briefly survey.
In [Möb48] Möbius proved the following. Assume a polygon with 4n+2 sides is inscribed
in an irreducible conic. Determine 2n+1 points by extending opposite edges until they meet.
If 2n of these 2n + 1 points of intersection lie on a line, then the last point also lies on the
line. The case n = 1 recovers Pascal’s Theorem. The classical theorem of Chasles [Cha85]
(stating that if we have two planar cubics meeting at nine points and a third cubic passes
through eight of the nine points, then the third cubic also passes through the ninth) implies
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Pascal’s Theorem if we consider reducible cubics. Chasles’s Theorem was generalized by
Cayley [Cay43] and Bacharach [Bac86] to planar curves of arbitrary degrees. See [EGH96]
for a detailed survey about these results and further developments in this direction.
In [Jam30], James fixes five of the six points on a conic in Pascal’s Theorem, and allows
the sixth one to move away from the conic. The object of investigation is to determine the
loci of the varying point when certain restrictions have been placed upon the triangle formed
by the intersections of opposite sides of the hexagon. Beniamino Segre proved results about
lines in P3 and P4 in the spirit of Pascal’s Theorem. For instance, [Seg45] gives a necessary
and sufficient condition for a double-four in P3 to lie on a cubic surface, and this boils down
to the linear dependence of certain point configurations on the lines (a double-four consists of
two sets of four skew lines a1, . . . , a4 and b1, . . . , b4 such that ai and bi are skew and ai∩bj 6= ∅
for all i 6= j).
More recently, Borodzik and Żołądek generalized Pascal’s Theorem to the case of a general
planar cubic and for rational planar cubics. For the precise statement we refer to [BŻ02,
Theorem 4.4 and Theorem 5.1]. Finally, a simplified version of the main result of [Tra13]
says that if two sets of k lines meet in k2 distinct points, and if dk of those points lie on an
irreducible curve of degree d, then the remaining k(k − d) points lie on a unique curve of
degree k − d (the case k = 3 and d = 2 recovers Pascal’s Theorem).
As it appears from the above discussion, we were not able to find in the literature a
generalization of Pascal’s Theorem considering higher degree rational normal curves, which
instead is the case of interest in the current paper.
1.3. Organization of the paper. We now outline the structure of the paper. In Section 2
we collect some preliminary results divided into two parts. The first part (§2.1, §2.2) briefly
reviews definitions and main results about the Grassmann-Cayley algebra and its geometric
interpretation. In the second part (§2.3) we consider the parameter space Vd,d+4 and its
defining equations. Sections 3 and 4 are of technical nature: in §3 we introduce a technique
to lift van der Waerden syzygies of multihomogeneous polynomials from the plane situation
to higher dimension (Definition 3.1), and in §4 we rewrite the equations of Vd,d+4 in a way
that is compatible with these lifts. These results are then used in the proof of the main
theorem, which is contained in §5. Finally, in §6 we combine our result with a 100-years-old
theorem of H. White [Whi15] to study the geometry of seven points on a twisted cubic.
We work over the field of complex numbers C.
acknowledgements
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2. Preliminaries
In this section, we present preliminary material that we rely on in the rest of the paper.
For the reader’s convenience, in §2.1 and §2.2 we briefly survey the main definitions and
classic facts on the bracket ring and Grassmann-Cayley algebra. A more detailed exposition
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and proofs can be found in [Stu08, Chapter 3]. See also the more recent [ST19]. Then, in
§2.3 we recall the main results on the equations of the variety Vd,d+4 from [CGMS18].
2.1. The bracket ring. Let J ⊆ N be a finite index set, and let d ≤ |J | be a positive
integer. A bracket is a formal expression [λ1 . . . λd] where λ1 < . . . < λd, λ1, . . . , λd ∈ J .
Denote by Λ(J, d) the set of all such brackets. If J = {1, . . . , n}, then we simply denote
this set by Λ(n, d). Define C[Λ(J, d)] to be the polynomial ring generated by the elements in
Λ(J, d). If pi ∈ Sd is any permutation, it is useful to define [λπ(1) . . . λπ(d)] = sign(pi)[λ1 . . . λd].
Moreover, if λi = λj for some i 6= j, we set [λ1 . . . λd] = 0.
The generic coordinatization is the algebra homomorphism
φJ,d : C[Λ(J, d)]→ C[xij | 1 ≤ i ≤ d, j ∈ J ],
defined by extending [λ1 . . . λd] 7→ det(xiλj ). Denote by IJ,d the kernel of φJ,d. The elements
of IJ,d are called syzygies and the image of φJ,d is called bracket ring, which we denote by BJ,d.
The generic coordinatization gives an identification BJ,d ∼= C[Λ(J, d)]/IJ,d. Therefore, by
abuse of notation, we will often identify a formal bracket [λ] with its associated determinant
φJ,d([λ]).
Definition 2.1. Let s ∈ {1, . . . , d}, α ∈ Λ(J, s − 1), β ∈ Λ(J, d + 1), and γ ∈ Λ(J, d − s).
The van der Waerden syzygy [[αβ•γ]] is defined to be the following quadratic polynomial in
C[Λ(J, d)]:
[[αβ•γ]] =
∑
τ∈Λ(d+1,s)
sign(τ, τ ∗)[αβτ∗
1
. . . βτ∗
d+1−s
][βτ1 . . . βτsγ].
Let us clarify the notation introduced: for a bracket τ ∈ Λ(d + 1, s), we let τ ∗ ∈ Λ(d +
1, d + 1 − s) be the unique bracket consisting of the indices {1, . . . , n} \ {τ1, . . . , τs}. By
sign(τ, τ ∗) we mean the sign of the permutation sending τ1, . . . , τs to the first s indices and
τ ∗1 , . . . , τ
∗
d+1−s to the last d+1−s indices. Computing the generic coordinatization of [[αβ
•γ]],
one sees that [[αβ•γ]] ∈ IJ,d. Actually even more is true. In fact, a subset of the van der
Waerden syzygies, the so-called straightening syzygies, is a Gröbner basis of the ideal IJ,d
with respect to a suitable term order (see [SW89, Theorem 5.1]). In particular, the van der
Waerden syzygies generate IJ,d.
Example 2.2. We fix d = 3, J = {1, . . . , 6}, s = 2, α = [1], β = [1346], and γ = [5]. Then,
we obtain the van der Waerden syzygy
[[αβ•γ]] = [146][135]− [136][145] + [134][165] = [146][135]− [136][145]− [134][156].
We conclude by recalling the following important result. Given a polynomial class F in
the bracket ring BJ,d, one would like to find a representative for F in “standard form”. More
precisely, consider brackets [λ1], . . . , [λk] ∈ Λ(J, d). The monomial [λ1] · . . . · [λk] ∈ C[Λ(J, d)]
is called standard if λ1i ≤ . . . ≤ λ
k
i for all i ∈ {1, . . . , d}. It turns out that the standard
monomials in C[Λ(J, d)] form a C-vector space basis for the bracket ring BJ,d ([Stu08, Corol-
lary 3.1.9]). Therefore, using appropriate syzygies, we can choose a representative for the
class F ∈ BJ,d whose monomials are in standard form. This is the so-called straightening
algorithm.
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2.2. The Grassmann-Cayley algebra. Let V be a d-dimensional C-vector space. Given
two vectors v, w ∈ V the join of v and w, denoted by v ∨w, is the wedge of the two vectors
in the exterior algebra Λ(V ) (this convention is adopted for geometric reasons). Often, to
simplify our notation, we denote v∨w simply by vw. If v1, . . . , vk ∈ V , then v1 . . . vk is called
an extensor of step k. Let e1, . . . , ed be a fixed basis of V . If we identify e1 . . . ed with 1,
then v1 . . . vd equals the determinant of the matrix of coordinates with respect to the chosen
basis. We denote such determinant by [v1 . . . vd], which we still consider an extensor of step
d.
Given two extensors a1 . . . aj and b1 . . . bk with j + k ≥ d, we define their meet as the
following element of Λj+k−d(V ):
(a1 . . . aj) ∧ (b1 . . . bk) =
∑
σ
sign(σ)[aσ(1) . . . aσ(d−k)b1 . . . bk]aσ(d−k+1) . . . aσ(j), (2)
where the sum is taken over all permutations σ of {1, . . . , j} such that σ(1) < . . . < σ(d−k)
and σ(d − k + 1) < . . . < σ(j). The meet operation is associative and satisfies A ∧ B =
(−1)(d−j)(d−k)B ∧A.
The Grassmann-Cayley algebra is the vector space Λ(V ) together with the operations ∨
and ∧ extended by distributivity. An expression in the Grassmann-Cayley algebra is called
simple if it only involves a combination of meets and joins of extensors of step 1 (these are the
ones we are interested in considering). For instance, if V is 3-dimensional and v1, v2, v3 ∈ V ,
then (v1v2) ∧ (v1v3) ∧ (v2v3) is a simple expression of step 0, i.e. an element of Λ0(V ).
Remark 2.3. We point out that each simple expression of step 0 in the Grassmann-Cayley
algebra can be expanded giving an element of the bracket ring using (2). On the other hand,
not every homogeneous bracket polynomial can be obtained by expanding a Grassmann-
Cayley algebra expression. Understanding whether this is possible is the so-called Cayley
Factorization Problem ([SW91, Whi91], [Stu08, §3.5], [ST19, §4.5]).
The following argument gives a geometric interpretation of the elements of the Grassmann-
Cayley algebra and the join and meet operations. Let A = a1 · · ·aj be a non-zero extensor
of step j. Let A be the be the j-dimensional vector subspace of V generated by a1, . . . , aj.
Observe that A is uniquely determined by A and is independent of the representation chosen
since A = {v ∈ V : A ∨ v = 0}. Conversely, each j-dimensional vector subspace W ⊆ V
uniquely determines, up to scalar multiplication, an extensor of step j: if w1, . . . , wj is a
basis of W , then consider w1 · · ·wj .
Keeping this interpretation in mind, the algebraic join of two extensors A and B corre-
sponds to the linear span of the linear subspaces A and B. Similarly, the meet of A and B
corresponds to the intersection of A and B. More precisely, we have the following result.
Proposition 2.4 (Geometric interpretation). Let V be a C-vector space of dimension d. Let
A = a1 ∨ · · · ∨ aj and B = b1 ∨ · · · ∨ bk be two extensors of steps j and k respectively. Then
• A ∨ B 6= 0 if and only if a1, . . . , aj , b1, . . . , bk are linearly independent. In this case
A+B = A ∨ B = span{a1, . . . , aj , b1, . . . , bk}.
• Assume j + k ≥ d. Then A ∧ B 6= 0 if and only if A + B = V . In this case,
A∩B = A ∧ B. In particular, A∧B can be represented by an appropriate extensor.
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Example 2.5 (Pascal’s Theorem). Let P1, . . . , P6 be six ordered points in P2. Using the
geometric interpretation of Grassmann-Cayley algebra statements, the collinearity of the
three points P1P2 ∩ P4P5, P2P3 ∩ P5P6, and P3P4 ∩ P6P1 can be expressed as follows:
(12 ∧ 45) ∨ (23 ∧ 56) ∨ (34 ∧ 61) = 0,
where to improve the readability, we denote each point Pi just by its subscript i. Expanding
the above expression in bracket polynomials yields
[145][256][361][234]−[245][356][461][123]+[245][356][361][124]−[245][256][361][134] = 0. (3)
Observe that these four bracket monomials are not standard, so we can straighten them
using the following syzygies:
[136][145] + [134][156]− [135][146] = 0,
[146][234] + [124][346]− [134][246] = 0,
[256][346] + [236][456]− [246][356] = 0,
[146][245] + [124][456]− [145][246] = 0,
[136][245] + [123][456] + [134][256]− [135][246] = 0,
[156][234] + [124][356]− [134][256]− [123][456] = 0.
(4)
Thus, we obtain the unique standard equation
[123][145][246][356]− [124][135][236][456] = 0, (5)
which is equivalent to requiring that the points P1, . . . , P6 lie on a (possibly degenerate) conic
(cf., ([Cob61, p.118] and [Stu08, Example 3.4.3]). In this way, one obtains a Grassmann-
Cayley algebra proof of Pascal’s Theorem.
2.3. The equations for d + 4 points on a rational normal curve in Pd. Let n, d be
positive integers such that n ≥ d + 4. A rational normal curve in Pd is a smooth rational
curve of degree d. Up to projective isomorphism there is a unique rational normal curve in
Pd. So for example, for d = 2 a rational normal curve is just a smooth conic, and for d = 3
a twisted cubic. In this context, it is natural to consider the subvariety of (Pd)n consisting
of the n-tuples of distinct points in Pd that lie on a rational normal curve. This parameter
space can be compactified by taking its Zariski closure in (Pd)n. The resulting projective
variety is denoted by Vd,n, and is called the Veronese compactification.
Since Vd,n is defined as a Zariski closure, it is reasonable to expect that some of the
point configurations parametrized by it, are supported on degenerations of rational normal
curves. These degenerations are the so-called quasi-Veronese curves, which are complete,
connected, curves of degree d in Pd not contained in a hyperplane. By a result of Artin,
quasi-Veronese curves are built out of rational normal curves in the following way: each
irreducible component of a quasi-Veronese curve is a rational normal curve in its span, each
singularity of a quasi-Veronese curve is étale locally the union of coordinate axis, and finally
each connected closed subcurve of a quasi-Veronese curve is again a quasi-Veronese curve
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in its span. For instance, the degree three quasi-Veronese curves are: twisted cubic, non-
coplanar union of line and conic, chain of three non-coplanar lines, and non-coplanar union
of three lines meeting at a point.
It is natural to ask what are the multi-homogeneous equations defining Vd,n, at least set-
theoretically. For instance, for d = 2 and n = 6 the answer is given by the equation (5) of
Example 2.5. Thus, V2,6 is a hypersurface in (P2)6. Moreover, by pulling back the previous
equation along forgetful maps, one can obtain defining equations for V2,n for all n ≥ 6 (cf.,
[CGMS18, Theorem 3.6]).
In higher degree d ≥ 3, the story is more involved. We denote by Yd,n ⊆ (Pd)n the
locus of n-point configurations which lie on a common hyperplane. Yd,n is a determinantal
variety defined by all (d + 1) × (d + 1) minors of the (d + 1) × n matrix whose columns
are given by homogeneous coordinates of each copy of Pd. For ease of notation, we set also
Wd,n = Vd,n ∪ Yd,n.
For the purpose of the current paper, we focus on the case n = d+4. Using the Gale trans-
form, one can provide equations defining set-theoretically Wd,d+4 (cf. [CGMS18, Theorem
4.19]). Since these will be useful later on, we briefly recall their construction.
Notation 2.6. Let m be a positive integer. In what follows, it is convenient to denote by
[m] the set {1, . . . , m}. Caution: [m] also denotes a bracket of length 1. It will be clear from
context which one of the two interpretations we mean. If k ≤ m is a positive integer, then
let
(
[m]
k
)
be the set of k-element subsets of [m].
Let I ∈
(
[d+4]
6
)
, I = {i1 < . . . < i6}. Consider the equation in (P2)6 given by
φI = [i1i2i3][i1i4i5][i2i4i6][i3i5i6]− [i1i2i4][i1i3i5][i2i3i6][i4i5i6] = 0.
Define ψI to be the equation in (Pd)d+4 obtained from φI by operating the following substi-
tution on the brackets:
[iℓimin] 7→ (−1)
S{iℓimin} [{iℓimin}
c],
where the complement {iℓimin}c is taken in [d + 4] and S{iℓimin} is the number of adjacent
transpositions necessary to move the indices iℓ, im, in to 1, 2, 3 respectively. We remark that
the sign is actually (−1)S{iℓimin}+d+1, but we ignore the (−1)d+1 because we obtain the same
equation. Then Wd,d+4 is defined set-theoretically by the equations
ψI , for I ∈
(
[d+ 4]
6
)
.
3. Lifting van der Waerden syzygies
The main goal of this section is to prove a technical lemma which allows us to produce
van der Waerden syzygies in C[Λ(J ′, d′)] starting from syzygies in C[Λ(J, d)], where J ⊆ J ′
is a subset, and d ≤ d′.
Let n, d be positive integers with n ≥ d, and let J ( {1, . . . , n}.
Definition 3.1. Given j ∈ {1, . . . , n} \ J , we define a homomorphism of C-algebras
ηj : C[Λ(J, d)]→ C[Λ(J ∪ {j}, d+ 1)],
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obtained by extending [λi1 . . . λid ] 7→ [λi1 . . . λid j]. Given a bracket polynomial p ∈ C[Λ(J, d)],
we call ηj(p) the lift of p.
Lemma 3.2. If [[αβ•γ]] is a van der Waerden syzygy, then
ηj([[αβ
•γ]]) = [[αηj(β)
•ηj(γ)]].
In particular, ηj(IJ,d) ⊆ IJ∪{j},d+1. That is, the lift of syzygies are syzygies.
Proof. The second statement follow from the first, since van der Waerden syzygies are a
system of generators of IJ,d. So, we prove the first claim. Define δ = ηj(β), so that δd+2 = j.
We have that
[[αηj(β)
•ηj(γ)]] = [[αδ
•ηj(γ)]] =
∑
τ∈Λ(d+2,s)
sign(τ, τ ∗)[αδτ∗
1
. . . δτ∗
d+2−s
][δτ1 . . . δτsηj(γ)]
=
∑
τ∈Λ(d+2,s),
d+2∈τ∗
sign(τ, τ ∗)[αδτ∗
1
. . . δτ∗
d+2−s
][βτ1 . . . βτsγ j].
Fix τ as in the sum above. Observe that τ ∗d+2−s = d + 2, because τ
∗
1 < . . . < τ
∗
d+2−s and
d+ 2 ∈ τ ∗. Hence δτ∗
d+2−s
= δd+2 = j, implying that
[[αηj(β)
•ηj(γ)]] =
∑
τ∈Λ(d+2,s),
d+2∈τ∗
sign(τ, τ ∗)[αβτ∗
1
. . . βτ∗
d+1−s
j][βτ1 . . . βτsγ j].
To conclude, again let τ be as in the sum above. Let σ = τ viewed as an element of
Λ(d + 1, s), so that σ∗ equals τ ∗ with the last entry τ ∗d+2−s = d + 2 removed. In particular,
sign(τ, τ ∗) = sign(σ, σ∗). Hence we can conclude that
[[αηj(β)
•ηj(γ)]] =
∑
σ∈Λ(d+1,s)
sign(σ, σ∗)[αβσ∗
1
. . . βσ∗
d+1−s
j][βσ1 . . . βσsγ j]
=
∑
σ∈Λ(d+1,s)
sign(σ, σ∗)ηj([αβσ∗
1
. . . βσ∗
d+1−s
])ηj([βσ1 . . . βσsγ]) = ηj([[αβ
•γ]]). 
Corollary 3.3. Let J ⊆ N be a finite index set and let d ≤ |J | be a positive integer. Let p
and q be bracket polynomials in C[Λ(J, d)] such that p = q in BJ,d. Then for any j ∈ N \ J
we have ηj(p) = ηj(q) in BJ∪{j},d+1.
Example 3.4. Consider again the van der Waerden syzygy of Example 2.2. Then by
Lemma 3.2 one has the van der Waerden syzygy
[1467][1357]− [1367][1457]− [1347][1567] = 0.
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4. Alternative description of the equations ψI
Let d ≥ 3 be an integer. In this section, we obtain a different description of the equations
ψI , I ∈
(
[d+4]
6
)
, which cut out set-theoretically the variety Wd,d+4 = Vd,d+4 ∪ Yd,d+4.
Proposition 4.1. Let d ≥ 3 be an integer. For each I ∈
(
[d+4]
6
)
, we set I = {i1 < . . . < i6}
and Ic = {j1 < . . . < jd−2}. Then the variety Wd,d+4 is defined set-theoretically by the
equations
(ηjd−2 ◦ . . . ◦ ηj1)(φI) = 0 for each I ∈
(
[d+ 4]
6
)
,
where φI = [i1i2i3][i1i4i5][i2i4i6][i3i5i6] − [i1i2i4][i1i3i5][i2i3i6][i4i5i6] and ηji denotes the lift
homomorphism in Definition 3.1.
Proof. Wd,d+4 is defined set-theoretically by the equations ψI , which recall are obtained from
φI by operating the following substitution on the brackets:
[iℓimin] 7→ (−1)
S{iℓimin} [{iℓimin}
c],
where S{iℓimin} counts the number of adjacent transpositions necessary to move the indices
iℓ, im, in to 1, 2, 3 respectively.
For each such I, we can rewrite the substituted brackets as follows:
(−1)S{i1i2i3} [{i1i2i3}
c] = (−1)S{i1i2i3}(−1)S{i4i5i6} [i4i5i6j1 . . . jd−2],
(−1)S{i1i4i5} [{i1i4i5}
c] = (−1)S{i1i4i5}(−1)S{i2i3i6} [i2i3i6j1 . . . jd−2],
(−1)S{i2i4i6} [{i2i4i6}
c] = (−1)S{i2i4i6}(−1)S{i1i3i5} [i1i3i5j1 . . . jd−2],
(−1)S{i3i5i6} [{i3i5i6}
c] = (−1)S{i3i5i6}(−1)S{i1i2i4} [i1i2i4j1 . . . jd−2],
(−1)S{i1i2i4} [{i1i2i4}
c] = (−1)S{i1i2i4}(−1)S{i3i5i6} [i3i5i6j1 . . . jd−2],
(−1)S{i1i3i5} [{i1i3i5}
c] = (−1)S{i1i3i5}(−1)S{i2i4i6} [i2i4i6j1 . . . jd−2],
(−1)S{i2i3i6} [{i2i3i6}
c] = (−1)S{i2i3i6}(−1)S{i1i4i5} [i1i4i5j1 . . . jd−2],
(−1)S{i4i5i6} [{i4i5i6}
c] = (−1)S{i4i5i6}(−1)S{i1i2i3} [i1i2i3j1 . . . jd−2].
Set S(I) = S{i1i2i3} + S{i4i5i6} + S{i1i4i5} + S{i2i3i6} + S{i2i4i6} + S{i1i3i5} + S{i3i5i6} + S{i1i2i4}.
Using the equalities above, we obtain that
ψI = (−1)
S(I)([i4i5i6j1 . . . jd−2][i2i3i6j1 . . . jd−2][i1i3i5j1 . . . jd−2][i1i2i4j1 . . . jd−2]
−[i3i5i6j1 . . . jd−2][i2i4i6j1 . . . jd−2][i1i4i5j1 . . . jd−2][i1i2i3j1 . . . jd−2]).
At this point it is easy to observe that
ψI = (−1)
S(I)+1(ηjd−2 ◦ . . . ◦ ηj1)(φI).
Since we are interested in the vanishing locus, we can ignore the sign (−1)S(I)+1. So, the
claim is proved. 
Remark 4.2. Observe that the number S(I) used in the proof of Proposition 4.1 has the
same parity, namely it is always even. The reason is that each ij appears an even number of
times (four times) in the expression of S(I).
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5. Main theorem
Theorem 5.1. Let d ≥ 3, let P1, . . . , Pd+4 be points in P
d not on a hyperplane. Then the
following are equivalent:
(i) (P1, . . . , Pd+4) ∈ Vd,d+4 (equivalently, they lie on a quasi-Veronese curve);
(ii) For every I ∈
(
[d+4]
6
)
, I = {i1 < · · · < i6}, I
c = {j1 < · · · < jd−2} the following equality
in the Grassmann-Cayley algebra holds:
(Pi1Pi2 ∧ Pi4Pi5Pj1 · · ·Pjd−2) ∨ (Pi2Pi3 ∧ Pi5Pi6Pj1 · · ·Pjd−2)
∨(Pi3Pi4 ∧ Pi6Pi1Pj1 · · ·Pjd−2) ∨ Pj1 · · ·Pjd−2 = 0.
Proof. Recall from Proposition 4.1 that (ηjd−2◦. . .◦ηj1)(φI) = 0 for I ∈
(
[d+4]
6
)
are the defining
equations ofWd,d+4 = Vd,d+4∪Yd,d+4. Observe that since P1, . . . , Pd+4 are not on a hyperplane
by assumption, then (P1, . . . , Pd+4) /∈ Yd,d+4. Therefore we have that (P1, . . . , Pd+4) ∈ Vd,d+4
if and only if they satisfy the equations (ηjd−2 ◦ . . . ◦ ηj1)(φI) = 0 for each I ∈
(
[d+4]
6
)
.
Fix I ∈
(
[d+4]
6
)
and consider the corresponding Grassmann-Cayley algebra expression as
in (ii). We expand it in the bracket polynomial algebra C[Λ(I ∪ Ic, d+ 1)] and show that is
equivalent to the equation (ηjd−2 ◦ . . . ◦ ηj1)(φI) = 0. This would prove what we need.
We start by expanding the three meets. For instance, the first meet becomes
Pi1Pi2 ∧ Pi4Pi5Pj1 · · ·Pjd−2 = [Pi1Pi4Pi5Pj1 · · ·Pjd−2]Pi2 − [Pi2Pi4Pi5Pj1 · · ·Pjd−2]Pi1 .
Let us denote [PaPbPcPj1 · · ·Pjd−2] simply by [abcj1 · · · jd−2]. After distributing the joins with
respect to the sums, we obtain the simplified expression
[i1i4i5j1 · · · jd−2][i2i5i6j1 · · · jd−2][i3i6i1j1 · · · jd−2][i2i3i4j1 · · · jd−2]+
−[i2i4i5j1 · · · jd−2][i3i5i6j1 · · · jd−2][i4i6i1j1 · · · jd−2][i1i2i3j1 · · · jd−2]+
+[i2i4i5j1 · · · jd−2][i3i5i6j1 · · · jd−2][i3i6i1j1 · · · jd−2][i1i2i4j1 · · · jd−2]+
−[i2i4i5j1 · · · jd−2][i2i5i6j1 · · · jd−2][i3i6i1j1 · · · jd−2][i1i3i4j1 · · · jd−2] = 0.
(6)
Observe that this bracket polynomial is obtained by applying consecutive lifts ηj1, . . . , ηjd−2
to the following equation in C[Λ(I, 3)]
[i1i4i5][i2i5i6][i3i6i1][i2i3i4]− [i2i4i5][i3i5i6][i4i6i1][i1i2i3]+
+[i2i4i5][i3i5i6][i3i6i1][i1i2i4]− [i2i4i5][i2i5i6][i3i6i1][i1i3i4] = 0.
As we did in Example 2.5, applying the straightening algorithm to this equation, yields the
unique standard representation in BI,3
[i1i2i3][i1i4i5][i2i4i6][i3i5i6]− [i1i2i4][i1i3i5][i2i3i6][i4i5i6] = 0.
Now, applying lifts ηj1 , . . . , ηjd−2 to the previous equation, we obtain the following equation
in BI∪Ic,d+1, which is equivalent to equation (6) by Corollary 3.3:
[i1i2i3j1 · · · jd−2][i1i4i5j1 · · · jd−2][i2i4i6j1 · · · jd−2][i3i5i6j1 · · · jd−2]+
−[i1i2i4j1 · · · jd−2][i1i3i5j1 · · · jd−2][i2i3i6j1 · · · jd−2][i4i5i6j1 · · · jd−2] = 0.
(7)
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Finally, observe that equation (7) is exactly (ηjd−2 ◦ . . . ◦ ηj1)(φI) = 0, which is one of the
defining equations of Wd,d+4. Repeating the previous reasoning for all I ∈
(
[d+4]
6
)
, we obtain
all the defining equations of Wd,d+4. 
We illustrate the central step of the proof of Theorem 5.1 in the following example.
Example 5.2. Consider the following bracket equation in C[Λ(7, 4)], obtained by applying
η7 to (3)
[1457][2567][3617][2347]− [2457][3567][4617][1237]+
+[2457][3567][3617][1247]− [2457][2567][3617][1347] = 0.
(8)
Since by Lemma 3.2 we have η7(I6,3) ⊆ I7,4, we know that the lift of the syzygies (4) are
syzygies for the bracket algebra C[Λ(7, 4)]. Therefore, applying the straightening algorithm
to (8) yields the unique standard bracket representation
[1237][1457][2467][3567]− [1247][1357][2367][4567] = 0,
which is also obtained by applying η7 to (5), the unique standard representation of (3).
The following corollary follows immediately from the geometric interpretation of the
Grassmann-Cayley algebra expression in Theorem 5.1 (ii).
Corollary 5.3. Let P1, . . . , Pd+4 be points in P
d not on a hyperplane. Then P1, . . . , Pd+4
lie on a quasi-Veronese curve if and only if for every I ∈
(
[d+4]
6
)
, I = {i1 < · · · < i6},
Ic = {j1 < · · · < jd−2}, the following d+ 1 points lie on a hyperplane:
• The intersection of the line Pi1Pi2 with the hyperplane Pi4Pi5Pj1 · · ·Pjd−2;
• The intersection of the line Pi2Pi3 with the hyperplane Pi5Pi6Pj1 · · ·Pjd−2;
• The intersection of the line Pi3Pi4 with the hyperplane Pi6Pi1Pj1 · · ·Pjd−2;
• The points Pj1, . . . , Pjd−2.
In particular, if P1, . . . , Pd+4 are in general linear position then the previous conditions are
equivalent to requiring that P1, . . . , Pd+4 lie on a rational normal curve.
In the three-dimensional case, that is for seven points in P3 the situation is particularly
nice. The fact that seven points P1, . . . , P7 lie on a twisted cubic implies, by choosing
I = {1, . . . , 6} in the previous corollary, that the three intersection points P1P2 ∩ P4P5P7,
P2P3 ∩ P5P6P7, and P3P4 ∩ P6P1P7 are coplanar with P7. We illustrate this in Figure 1.
Remark 5.4. For d = 3, 4, in Corollary 5.3 one can remove the assumption that the starting
points do not lie on a common hyperplane. This follows from the fact that by [CGMS18,
Proposition 4.25] the varieties Y3,7 and Y4,8 parametrizing point configurations supported on
a hyperplane are contained in V3,7 and V4,8 respectively.
The Grassmann-Cayley algebra equation in Theorem 5.1 (ii) can be rewritten in many
equivalent ways using the standard properties of the meet and join operations. This is the
content of the next theorem.
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Figure 1. Seven points in P3 lying on a twisted cubic. By Corollary 5.3, the
three circled points and P7 are coplanar.
∏
ijk denotes the plane containing
Pi, Pj, Pk. A line changes from continuous to dotted when it crosses one of
these planes.
Theorem 5.5. Let {j1, . . . , jd−2} = I1 ∐ I2 ∐ I3 ∐ I4 be a partition, where in each Ii the
indices are in ascending order (Ii could possibly be empty). Then the Grassmann-Cayley
algebra equation in Theorem 5.1 (ii) can be rewritten as
(Pi1Pi2(∨i∈I1Pi) ∧ Pi4Pi5Pj1 · · ·Pjd−2) ∨ (Pi2Pi3(∨i∈I2Pi) ∧ Pi5Pi6Pj1 · · ·Pjd−2)
∨(Pi3Pi4(∨i∈I3Pi) ∧ Pi6Pi1Pj1 · · ·Pjd−2) ∨ (∨i∈I4Pi) = 0.
Proof. We start with the equation above, and we show that it is equivalent to the equation
in Theorem 5.1 (ii). We expand the first meet using (2)
Pi1Pi2(∨i∈I1Pi) ∧ Pi4Pi5Pj1 · · ·Pjd−2 =+ [Pi1Pi4Pi5Pj1 · · ·Pjd−2 ]Pi2(∨i∈I1Pi)
− [Pi2Pi4Pi5Pj1 · · ·Pjd−2]Pi1(∨i∈I1Pi).
Observe that we have only two non-zero summands in the previous expansion, since each
bracket of the form [PiPi4Pi5Pj1 · · ·Pjd−2] = 0 for i ∈ I1, being I1 a subset of {j1, . . . , jd−2}.
Thus, collecting (∨i∈I1Pi) and writing back in the Grassmann-Cayley algebra, yields the
equality
Pi1Pi2(∨i∈I1Pi) ∧ Pi4Pi5Pj1 · · ·Pjd−2 = (Pi1Pi2 ∧ Pi4Pi5Pj1 · · ·Pjd−2) ∨ (∨i∈I1Pi).
Repeating the same reasoning for the other two meets and rearranging the joins, we obtain
that the expression in the statement of the theorem is equal to
(Pi1Pi2 ∧ Pi4Pi5Pj1 · · ·Pjd−2) ∨ (Pi2Pi3 ∧ Pi5Pi6Pj1 · · ·Pjd−2)
∨(Pi3Pi4 ∧ Pi6Pi1Pj1 · · ·Pjd−2) ∨ (∨i∈I1Pi) ∨ (∨i∈I2Pi) ∨ (∨i∈I3Pi) ∨ (∨i∈I4Pi) = 0,
which is the equation in Theorem 5.1 (ii) since I1 ∐ I2 ∐ I3 ∐ I4 = {j1, . . . , jd−2}. 
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Each one of the Grassmann-Cayley algebra equations in Theorem 5.5 leads to a distinct,
yet equivalent, reformulation of the geometric statement of Corollary 5.3.
6. Application to seven points on a twisted cubic
The case of seven points on a twisted cubic in P3 is of great interest: in 1915 White proved
the following result.
Theorem 6.1. [Whi15] Fix seven distinct points on a twisted cubic. Let H1, . . . , H7 be
seven planes whose union contains the 21 lines spanned by the seven points (each one of
these planes has to contain exactly three of the initial points). Then H1, . . . , H7 osculate a
second twisted cubic.
Remark 6.2. As White discussed in [Whi15], the geometry involved in Theorem 6.1 is quite
rich. For instance, label by a, b, c, d, e, f, g the seven fixed points on the twisted cubic. Let X
be the set consisting of these points. Then each one of the planes H1, . . . , H7 has to contain
exactly three of the points in X. The collection of these 3-elements subsets of X forms a
Steiner’s system S(2, 3, 7), which is the Fano plane P2F2. An example of such system on X is
{{a, d, e}, {a, f, g}, {b, d, f}, {b, e, g}, {c, d, g}, {c, e, f}, {a, b, c}},
and this can be determined in |S7|/|PGL(3,F2)| = 30 different ways. Therefore, the planes
H1, . . . , H7 can be chosen in 30 distinct ways, up to relabeling them. We also notice that
the planes H1, . . . , H7 are in general linear position because the corresponding points in the
dual projective space (P3)∗ lie on a twisted cubic by Theorem 6.1.
The combination of Theorem 5.1, Theorem 6.1, and projective duality yields the following
property of the planes H1, . . . , H7.
Theorem 6.3. With the setup of Theorem 6.1, let I = {i1 < . . . < i6} ⊆ [7] and I
c = {j}.
Then the intersection of the three planes
Hi1 ∩Hi2 +Hi4 ∩Hi5 ∩Hj, Hi2 ∩Hi3 +Hi5 ∩Hi6 ∩Hj, Hi3 ∩Hi4 +Hi6 ∩Hi1 ∩Hj,
is a point, and it lies on Hj.
Proof. We adopt the following notations. A plane Hi is simply denoted by its subscript i.
Moreover, if we want to think of the plane i as a point in the dual projective space (P3)∗,
then we denote it by i∗. Observe that, by the discussion in Remark 6.2, the planes 1, . . . , 7
are in general linear position (hence, also the points 1∗, . . . , 7∗ are).
Let us first prove that the intersection of the three planes is a point. Assume by contra-
diction this is not the case. Then, in the Grassmann-Cayley algebra of P3, we must have
that
((i1 ∧ i2) ∨ (i4 ∧ i5 ∧ j)) ∧ ((i2 ∧ i3) ∨ (i5 ∧ i6 ∧ j)) ∧ ((i3 ∧ i4) ∨ (i6 ∧ i1 ∧ j)) = 0.
Dually, in the Grassmann-Cayley algebra of (P3)∗ we have that
(i∗1i
∗
2 ∧ i
∗
4i
∗
5j
∗) ∨ (i∗2i
∗
3 ∧ i
∗
5i
∗
6j
∗) ∨ (i∗3i
∗
4 ∧ i
∗
6i
∗
1j
∗) = 0, (9)
which says that the three points in parentheses are collinear. Observe that the point i∗1i
∗
2 ∧
i∗4i
∗
5j
∗ on the line i∗1i
∗
2 is different from i
∗
1 and i
∗
2 because i
∗
1, i
∗
2, i
∗
4, i
∗
5, j
∗ are linearly independent.
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A similar argument applies to (i∗2i
∗
3∧i
∗
5i
∗
6j
∗) and (i∗3i
∗
4∧i
∗
6i
∗
1j
∗). But then, equation (9) implies
that the points i∗1, i
∗
2, i
∗
3, i
∗
4 are coplanar, which is a contradiction.
Let us prove that the intersection point lies on j. By Theorem 6.1, the planes 1, . . . , 7
osculate a twisted cubic. Hence, by projective duality, the points 1∗, . . . , 7∗ lie on a twisted
cubic. Therefore, by Theorem 5.1 we have that the following expression in the Grassmann-
Cayley algebra of (P3)∗ is satisfied:
(i∗1i
∗
2 ∧ i
∗
4i
∗
5j
∗) ∨ (i∗2i
∗
3 ∧ i
∗
5i
∗
6j
∗) ∨ (i∗3i
∗
4 ∧ i
∗
6i
∗
1j
∗) ∨ j∗ = 0.
Dually, in the projective space P3 we have that
((i1 ∧ i2) ∨ (i4 ∧ i5 ∧ j)) ∧ ((i2 ∧ i3) ∨ (i5 ∧ i6 ∧ j)) ∧ ((i3 ∧ i4) ∨ (i6 ∧ i1 ∧ j)) ∧ j = 0.
Using the geometric interpretation of the above Grassmann-Cayley algebra expression, we
have our claim. 
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